Candidate molecular markers for histological diagnosis of early hepatocellular carcinoma.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors. HCC occurs mainly in chronically diseased livers, e.g. following hepatitis B and C infection. These high-risk patients are closely followed up, and increasing numbers of small equivocal lesions are detected by imaging diagnosis. They are now widely recognized as precursor or early-stage HCCs and are classified as dysplastic nodule or early HCC. These lesions lack typical imaging and histology of ordinary HCC and do not show elevated serum markers of alpha-fetoprotein and PIVKA-II, for example. Molecular analysis of these lesions would help to develop molecular markers for objective histological diagnosis of early HCC and possibly new serum markers for early detection of HCC. It has been reported that HSP70, CAP2, glypican 3 and glutamine synthetase could serve as molecular markers for early HCC. Further analysis is expected to evaluate their usefulness in routine pathological diagnosis including biopsy diagnosis and also as serum markers for early detection of HCC.